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“Hail and well met.”
Welcome to Wessex Medieval Alliance. This is our first newsletter
to our members.
Wessex Medieval Alliance was formed in the winter of 2014 by four
likeminded re-enactors and friends: Becca Quinn-Stevens, Colin
Deady, Keith Hughes and myself Stephen Aldridge.

www.wessexmedieval.org.uk

Between the four of us there are nearly 80 years of experience in reenactment.

Produced by

The concept we aim to achieve is to bring to bear all of that
experience to make a re-enactment group both realistic and
professional to the public at shows and functions, while also looking
after the needs of our membership ensuring that we all have a
pleasant and enjoyable time pursuing this wonderful pastime.

Editor: Colin Deady
Did you know: Becca Quinn-Stevens
WMA logo: Cathy Roberts
Contributors: Colin Deady, Stephen
Aldridge
The views expressed in The Horse
Head are those of the individual
writers and not necessarily those of
We s s e x M e d i e v a l A l l i a n c e . A l l
information is presented in good faith
but the reader should be aware that
errors can creep in, and hence agrees
to take full responsibility for the
consequences of following any
suggestions made in the text.
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You will find we are all very friendly and ready to help and support
members achieve their re-enactment goals, be it becoming a knight
or an archer, lady or musician … There will be a member with the
skills and knowledge to point you in the right direction.
All that we ask is that members show the same amount of
commitment to the group as we do and are willing to throw
themselves in to make sure we always give the best show possible.
Stephen Aldridge
Chairman WMA.
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“Should I buy it on eBay?”
It is a common question that we are asked: “I found these gauntlets
for £50 for the pair on eBay. Should I buy them?” Surprisingly the
answer is not as obvious as most re-enactors would initially think
(“No, they’re going to be rubbish.”) In reality it depends on what
you want the piece of armour for. Let us break this broadly down
into three categories (and yes, I acknowledge that in reality there
are grey areas between):

Winter practices

1) Historically accurate period piece for a museum or similar display.

We will be holding training
sessions at both the Glastonbury
and Arundel events for those
who are interested.

2) Something shiny to display at home.

Additional training dates will be
announced soon on the website.

For a museum the goal is generally going to be to have original
pieces or, if a visitor centre, accurately constructed hand-made
items precisely styled after the original. At first glance then, it would
seem the answer is a definite “no” for a museum display. However if
the purpose of the item is to be handled and tried on by children
originals are too valuable and the expense of purchasing top quality
UK manufactured items may be too great (museums being on a
limited budget). In this scenario I believe a reasonable facsimile is
permissible, and for this, those £50 gauntlets oﬀer something that is
a reasonable approximation. They’ll be made of thinner metal than
desired (more on that later) but at the end of the day they are metal
gauntlets made in approximately the correct style. For that, they
have to be better than purchasing the endless string mail and
cardboard that children’s sections of museums once did (and
sometimes still do.) That said, some museums go to fantastic
lengths to have realistic armour to try on and weapons for all to
handle. Notabl y, Boswor th Battlefield Herita ge Centre
(www.bosworthbattlefield.com) and The Mary Rose Museum at
Portsmouth Historic Dockyard (www.historicdockyard.co.uk)
provide accurately weighted, well constructed pieces available.

Our intention is to offer more
regular practice sessions and this
is on our to-do list.

Membership fees
The fees for 2015 are set at £25
for an individual, £40 for a family.
Membership forms have been
sent out. If you know of someone
who should have received one
but did not then please let us
know.

Contributions
If you would like to write an
article please contact the editor:
colin@wessexmedieval.org.uk

3) Something to wear at the weekend in combat on the reenactment battlefield.

When it comes to something shiny to display at home this is really,
and genuinely, down to personal preference. It is as simple as that,
honest. But, if you are planning on taking it off the wall for a
weekend of combat then read on.
And finally we get to the crunch of the matter as the original
question really means: “Can I use these in combat?” And that has
the response of, “it depends”. It comes down to a simple test: is the
armour you are wearing going to protect you to the same degree as a
real piece of armour of that type would? If it is going to do this then
absolutely, why not. If you have managed to pick up a bargain,
fantastic. However if the metal is thin at less than 18 gauge
(approximately 1.3mm) for secondary areas such as backplate or less
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than 16 gauge (approximately 1.7mm) for primary
such as helmet, gauntlets and breastplate and badly
welded on the ridges (especially if of gothic
construction) then fatigue will quickly set in upon
being struck and it will crack. Armour thinner than
20 gauge is unlikely to survive for long. Recall the
test: if the armour looks like armour it is going to be
struck by your opponent as though it is armour.
While I pull my blows against someone wearing a
breastplate I definitely pull them much less than if
that someone was instead just wearing a gambeson. If
the armour fractures upon impact the wearer stands
a good chance of being injured.
A good online source that measures the thickness of
real historical pieces is www.allenantiques.com/
B r e a s t p l a t e % 2 0 T h i c k n e s s % 2 0 S t u d y. h t m l .
Surprisingly Italian armour could be on the thin side
(18-20 gauge in places), with German a fair bit thicker
(for the sample pieces examined at least). For
thickness conversions the table at www.mesteel.com/
c g i - b i n / w 3 - m s q l / g o to . h t m ? u r l = / i n f o / c a r b o n /
thickness.htm helps enormously.
But wait, didn’t I just say that one shouldn’t wear
thin armour and then haven’t I also stated that
certain Italian armour could (from the above
examination) be quite thin? For this we need to
consider that the thickness of the metal is only a
single part of a complex equation that determines
the strength of the piece in question. The shaping
(and rounding or lack there-of of edges), the carbon
content of the metal and various other factors all
co m e i n to p l a y. A n d I ’ m g o i n g to m a ke a n
assumption here, which I think is a reasonable one:
custom armour made for knights by professional
armourers in the middle ages had to work or the
recipient may die. The armourer’s reputation and
livelihood was dependent on the performance of
their pieces (a dead customer is certainly bad for
repeat business). Likewise, armour made en masse
for the rank and file had to be made for a much more
constrained budget and often made quickly. It could
be of sound quality, but it equally could be pretty
useless. Hence my assumption: armour bought from
India for a tiny budget may be of sound quality but it
equally could be pretty useless. You pays your money
and you takes your chances, and that, ultimately is
the risk of buying cheap armour on eBay (and we
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have not even talk about the lack of sizing
information on listings for cheap armour).
I performed a quick semi-random test. Two “Buy it
now” searches on eBay, the first for “medieval
gauntlets” and the second for “medieval helmet”. In
the case of the gauntlets the first link shown was for
a pair of early (ish) 15th century priced at £44. For
the helmet I discounted the first half dozen
obviously fantasy or Roman in style and settled on
the first one which we would call late medieval: a
visored barbute priced at £55. Both had free shipping.
Assuming a cheap postage option, Royal Mail tells
me that the gauntlets (sub 2kg) will cost £3.90 for
second class Signed For and the heavier helmet
£12.98 for Parcelforce express48. That means that
minus postage the sellers are receiving:
£44 - £3.90 = £40.10
£55 - £12.98 = £37.02
For simplicity I am ignoring the cost of the boxes to
put the item in and eBay seller fees, both of which
only make the situation worse.
That is not much money for the metalwork that goes
into either piece!
I then contacted each seller with a simple question,
as neither provide this information in their listing:
“How thick is the armour? Either mm, inches or
gauge is fine.”
The answer regarding the helmet was 18 gauge, or
approximately 1.3mm thick. For the gauntlets, 20
gauge or approximately 0.9mm thick. That’s less than
a millimetre of shaped metal protecting one’s fingers
and wrists!
Searching online I can see that http://web.mit.edu/
21h.416/www/militar ytechnology/armor.html
describes a bascinet from 1380 that is 3.81 mm thick
at the top front and thinnest on the visor at 1.27 mm.
These are approximately 9 and 18 gauge respectively.
Clearly, a helmet made from half the thickness on
top will provide considerably less protection.
The items are both are described as suitable for reenactment. Would you agree based on the above?
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What is interesting is that as the price increases the
level of important detail does to. For gauntlets
retailing for £114 + £13.90 postage, £127.90 (item ID
131328379420) we find in the description: “They are
handmade from 16 gauge steel and weigh .700 kg (1.5
lbs) each, They are 40,6 cms.(16") long and 22 cms.
(8.5") wide.” Note that we are presented with three
important pieces of information:
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Peter, but that’s how my memory of childhood recalls
it) and housed in a wonderful new visitor centre now
is the time to visit. If you have visited before when
the ship was still being sprayed then you are in for a
sensory treat in the new Mary Rose museum.
Before we talk about The Mary Rose though, let us
first investigate two other ships also on view at the
dockyard: HMS Victory and HMS Warrior.

1) the thickness of the metal;
2) the weight of each piece;
3) the approximate dimensions.
This is a definite
improvement
and
provides most of the
information needed
before
making
a
purchase. The obvious
gap is specifics on hand
size; a badly fitting
gauntlet is going to cause
the wearer problems in combat (fingers that are too
long or short will reduce the ability to grip, and wrist
articulation in the wrong place will be painful).
However, given the seller has provided so much
useful information it is likely that they would provide
sizing information on request.
So how, as the buying public, can we tell the
thickness, size and overall quality of the armour
being sold on eBay? We ask the seller specifics. And
if we are not provided with this information we are
even more cautious than usual when making a
purchase. It is important to be bold and brave: you
are making a considered purchase and deserve to
have all the information to hand before doing so.
Author: Colin Deady

A place to visit:
Portsmouth Historic Dockyard
www.historicdockyard.co.uk
With the Mary Rose, a Tudor ship built in 1510, now
out from under a constant spray ever since Blue Peter
raised it from the depths (it probably wasn’t Blue
© 2015 Wessex Medieval Alliance

HMS Victory. Photograph by Colin Deady, © 2014

HMS Victory
HMS Victory, a 104 gun first-rate ship of the line was
launched on 7th May 1765 from the Old Single Dock
in Chatham's Royal Dockyard. In 1805, as Nelson’s
flagship she took part in the Battle of Trafalgar on
21st October 1805. She remains a commissioned
warship to this day.
There are a lot of articles online about Victory and
I’ll not repeat her history here. Instead, let us step
on-board. What is it like to visit Victory?
We start on the quarter deck (although one enters
and leaves Victory through hatches below deck). It
looks like the deck of most other vessels powered by
sail, with rigging everywhere, albeit everything is
meticulously tidy and hence opportunities to trip are
greatly reduced (a result of modern H&S no doubt…
a good thing and a bad thing). We see guns as well.
One can never have enough cannon. This acts as a
taste of what is to come below. Victory’s guns ranged
from 12 to 68 pounds.
Heading below we immediately realise just how
cramped the available space is. “Mind your head” is
essential advice for anyone over about 5’5”. The steep
4
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steps that lead down from deck are not the easiest to
traverse, and once below we get a sense of just how
cramped the conditions must have been. Exploring
the various decks requires one to constantly stoop.
We walk past bunks amidst cannon, although only a
small number of the 104 originally installed remain,
with the rest being replicas. Despite this the sense of
this being a warship is unmistakable: the men eat and
sleep at their cannon. The cannon is King as far as
Victory is concerned with everything else secondary
to its operation.
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Benches contain wooden bowls and eating utensils,
the hammocks really do sway if you nudge them and
the low beams really do smart when you stand up
fully. From the above photograph it is apparent how
little light there is on-board, and how with the gun
ports closed Victory would be cast into gloom.
Travelling to the bottom of the ship we find the
ballast: enormous barrels of iron ingots and 200 tons
of pebbles. It is dark, claustrophobic and not
somewhere I would like to be on a moving ship.
There is so much more we could talk about regarding
Victory (including the great oven and the place
where Nelson died) but we must move on.
HMS Warrior 1860

Below deck on HMS Victory. Photograph by Colin Deady, © 2014

If HMS Victory were a Star Destroyer then HMS
Warrior 1860 would be the Death Star. Until you’ve
set foot on board Warrior, an early steam-powered
iron-hulled ship, you just cannot grasp how this
enormous warship is focussed solely on one thing:
crushing with totality the enemy. There are guns
everywhere, and we’re not just talking about the
oﬃcial 40-gun complement. On the upper deck, fore
and aft are mounted two 110 pound Armstrong guns.

Nowhere is this clearer than towards the rear of the
ship where we find the oﬃcer’s cabins and The Great
Cabin. Next to a cot bearing a plaque stating that it
is the “Admiral’s Bedplace” we find yet another
cannon. It seems even an Admiral must sleep with
the mechanism of war at his feet.
There is however a contrast between the oﬃcer’s
quarters and those of the common seaman. Plush
upholstery, and a dining room quite literally suitable
for an Admiral are in evidence. Compared to the
rough wooden benches for the seamen one can
imagine at least a few reasons why mutiny aboard
ship was a real and present danger. At Trafalgar,
Victory had 821 men on board including a contingent
of Royal Marines: 11 oﬃcers and 135 privates. One of
the duties of the marines was to guard critical
facilities including the powder store and Captain’s
quarters.
To this day the ship feels alive even though it is very
much a museum. It is tactile, with the exception of
the oﬃcer’s quarters almost nothing is roped oﬀ.
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Fibreglass replica of 7” Armstrong Gun. Photograph by Simon Davison,
CC Attribution 2.0 license

They were mounted on sliding mechanisms which
could be rotated across the deck on brass rails.
Below deck we have 26 muzzle loading 68 pound, and
10 Armstrong 110 pound breech loaders. Even the
smallest gun on Warrior easily outclasses the heaviest
armament on Victory (such being the technical
progress over 100 years).
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Apart from the two deck guns the remainder were all
mounted on a single long deck, inside a giant metal
box known as the Citadel. This had bulk-heads that
could be sealed at either end, with walls constructed
of 4.5” wrought iron plate bolted to 9” of teak.
Warrior was one of the last ships to rely primarily on
the broadside as her primary means of attack.
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ever y other fighting vessel on the planet and
accordingly triggered an arms race that saw her fall
into obsolescence within only a few years by the
development in other ironclads and later
dreadnoughts. Secondly, this ocean-going Death Star
never once fired a shot in anger. HMS Warrior is my
absolute favourite floating museum precisely because
of the potential for such incredible violence that was
never utilised.
Mary Rose
We come now to the main event, The Mary Rose.
She was built on the orders of Henry VIII in 1510
and was in service for 34 years before sinking in 1545
as a result of leaving gun ports open in rough
weather. She was raised from the sea bed in October
1982, and a nation of children watched and learnt
about this ship by watching Blue Peter and John
Craven’s Newsround.

The Citadel, HMS Warrior. Photograph by Paul Hermans,
CC Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 license

Inside the Citadel the weaponry does not end at the
main guns. In addition there are rack upon rack of
Navy Colt revolvers and muzzle loading Lee Enfield
rifles (complete with bayonets). Warrior carried 350
such rifles! http://www.stvincent.ac.uk/heritage/
warrior/guns.html contains more information about
the armament of Warrior.
Heading down to the lowest deck we find an
enormous steam turbine and an equally large stoking
room. The Stokers worked half-naked (oﬃcially
wearing a white canvas uniform), in the dark,
constantly shovelling coal into the furnaces. This was
possibly the worst job in naval history due to the
incredibly poor conditions. However as the job of
the Stoker was so poor they received 50% more pay
than Able Seamen. Fortunately when it came time to
refuel with the 850 tons of coal that Warrior would
carry this was an all-hands job (including the
oﬃcers). It would still take two days to load onboard.
https://www.stvincent.ac.uk/Heritage/Warrior/
engines.html contains a good explanation of
Warrior’s engine, with an interesting nod to her
reliance on sail power with the steam engine being
used for shorter sprints.
We finish our tour of HMS Warrior with two curious
facts: firstly, when launched she instantly outclassed
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Once out of the sea the Mary Rose’s hull would soon
deteriorate if not conserved. To prevent this the hull
was placed in a special dry dock and constantly
s p r a y e d , a t f i r s t w i t h w a te r a n d t h e n w i t h
polyethylene glycol, the latter for many years to
replace the water in the timber and hence prevent it
from drying out and cracking. The hull was put on
display via a covered walkway that surrounded the
dry dock. While one could visit the Mary Rose at
this time, I felt it a somewhat disappointing
experience as the spraying process obscured the hull
and the viewing windows could not be kept entirely
clean. There were pipes everywhere discharging and
collecting liquid and a constant mist over the
entirety.

Inside Mary Rose with the jets turned off and the drying process commenced.
Photograph by Colin Deady, © 2014
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Now though, with the spraying completed and the
ship fully on display it is an entirely diﬀerent, and
positive experience that awaits the visitor. This is the
second of three planned phases; the third will see the
removal of the drying pipework and we will be able
to walk along a platform raised just above the deck.
The new Mary Rose museum that opened in 2014
promises a much more engaging experience for the
visitor during this second phase. The hull is now
visible (minus spray-induced mist) from several
floors, each representative of one of the port side
decks (only the starboard side of the hull was
recovered, being the best preserved buried in silt).
The mocked-up port side is in reality a clean modern
layout with many original artefacts on display (the
collection of longbows is fantastic to see close-up),
with low lighting, dark walls and a slight sense of
claustrophobia (an analogue of the real ship).

The one curious decision is that a number of
windows that make the surviving starboard side
visible from the visitor galleries are fairly small and
placed at odd heights. There are, fortunately, a
number of larger windows, and it is from these you
will get good views of the hull. The best views
however are to be found in the glass elevator that sits
at one end of the ship and traverses every level.

Some of the 172 Longbows (out of a complement of 250) recovered from the Mary

Wooden bowl carved with crew member’s name recovered from the Mary Rose.

Rose. Photograph by Colin Deady, © 2014

Photograph by Colin Deady, © 2014

The Mary Rose museum takes you on self-guided
tour across each deck, with plenty of excellent
information plaques adjacent to the artefacts (and
there are a great number of artefacts on display). As a
ship from the first half of the 16th century she is
close to the period of history that we re-enact and
hence visiting is a fantastic way to gain an insight
into ships of the period.

Wrought iron (bound with rings) and cast bronze cannons from the Mary Rose.
Photograph by Colin Deady, © 2014

© 2015 Wessex Medieval Alliance
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As well as longbows, the salvage operation also
recovered a number of wrought iron and cast bronze
cannon. These are fully on display at the museum and
considering the centuries they spent under salt water
they are remarkably well preserved. As with the
starboard hull, being buried in silt certainly helped.
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has a good video available in which Oscar talks about
his work on reconstructing the Mary Rose’s crew:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-22704980.

A reconstruction of an archer (determined by repetitive strain to the skeleton from
using a longbow) from the Mary Rose. Photograph by Colin Deady, © 2014
Some of the 4000 arrows that the Mary Rose contained (shown with modern plastic
representative tips and fletching). Photograph by Colin Deady, © 2014

Throughout the museum the artefacts are all well
labelled with many plaques containing interesting
back stories available to help the visitor gain a better
understanding of the ship and her crew.

Bollock daggers recovered from the Mary Rose.
Photograph by Colin Deady, © 2014

One highlight of the museum that I was not
expecting was to encounter the face of an actual
crewman from the ship. Using 3d scanning and
reconstr uction techniques one of the skulls
recovered from the Mary Rose was copied (via a 3d
print) and quite literally fleshed out, with muscle,
skin, hair and eyes. The result is striking. The work
was carried out by Swansea University and Oscar
Nilsson, a Swedish expert who works with the police
to reconstruct faces of unidentified bodies. The BBC
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The good news is that further dives from 2003-2005
to the site where the Mary Rose sank have revealed
that some areas of the port side have survived. These
have been re-buried, covered in a modern geotextile,
to limit further deterioration (if raised the expensive
process of conservation would need to be repeated).
A bow anchor and 5m stern section were raised.
Hopefully in years to come we will see further
archeology at the site revealing yet more about the
history of the ship and her crew.
A great deal of thought and attention has clearly
gone into how the exhibits that are displayed, and
this shows a genuine desire to increase the
understanding of medieval history in the visitor. The
fact that so many artefacts can be seen (and some
touched) is a credit to the dive teams that have
worked tens of thousands of hours on the wreck site.
And with the ability to additionally visit HMS
Warrior, HMS Victory and HMS Alliance (a WWII
era submarine), plus a harbour cruise around the
modern warships included in the ticket price it must
surely rank as one of the top place to visit in the UK.
You can visit the Mary Rose as part of a self-guided
tour of Portsmouth Historic Dockyard:
http://www.maryrose.org
http://www.historicdockyard.co.uk
Author: Colin Deady
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Sir Gervase Clifton
This is the first in a series that aims to
introduce the historical figures behind the
characters that we portray in Wessex
Medieval Alliance.

Colin Deady picked Clifton originally because of his
name: growing up as a child Colin lived at Clifton
House, albeit not the same one Sir Ger vase
occupied. Upon researching he quickly found that Sir
Gervase is intricately linked with Lancastrian events
in 1471.
At first it appears we know a great deal about this
knight from the late medieval period, however first
impressions can be deceiving. Due to Clifton sharing
the same first and last names as his father, and his
mother, sister and wife likewise all having the same
name, the historical records have become muddled.
For a historical researcher this can cause a few issues
in understanding the placement of a historical figure
in the middle ages.
Born in the 15th century he died in 1471 after the
Battle of Tewkesbury, for Clifton was a Lancastrian.
Sir Gervase Clifton was the son of Sir Gervase
Clifton and Isabel Fraunceys. His father was the son
of Sir John Clifton (who died at Shrewsbury in 1403
or 1406), the family being from Nottinghamshire. He
was Captain of Pontoise in France, where he was
knighted sometime between 1453 and 1454. He was
also known as Gervase of Brabourne as he gained an
estate of the same name in Kent when he married
Isabel Herbert. In 1450 he was Mayor of Canterbury
and High Sheriﬀ of Kent in 1439, 1450 and 1458. In
1455 he represented Kent in Parliament. Between
1450 and 1460 he was also Treasurer for Henry VI
Calais.
For his support of Margaret of Anjou at the Battle of
Tewkesbur y he was beheaded in Tewkesbur y
marketplace alongside other Lancastrian leaders on
the 6th of May 1471.
As with many figures from the late middle ages he is
often confused with his father. As they bore the same
name this is understandable. At least one account
from Scott Weever has the younger Clifton married
to his mother (or grandmother) when one looks at
the respective, and approximate, birth and death
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dates. This confusion can lead a historical researcher
on a right royal goose chase.
Take Geni.com by way of example. Geni is an online
genealogy tool, which appears fairly typical of the
research being undertaken into people from the past.
Please note that what follows is not meant as a
criticism of the research undertaken by members of
Geni, but as an observation of just how diﬃcult
research can be when historical sources conflict.
First, let us start with Sir John Clifton, http://
w w w. g e n i . c o m / p e o p l e / J o h n - d e - C l i f t o n /
6000000002116391987 as he is a fairly known
quantity. From here we are led to his son, Sir Gervase
Clifton (1383-1453) who is noted as being married to
Isabel Clifton (1382 - 1457), who have a daughter
named Isabel de Clifton (born circa 1438). So far, so
good. But let us go back up to Sir Gervase (d. 1453)
and follow an alternate route. First we go to his son,
Gervase de Clifton, Jr, the Sir Gervase Clifton of this
article title (Geni.com notes a birth circa 1412) who is
noted as being married to Isabel de Clifton (born
circa 1380), who in turn is noted as being, both the
wife of George Gervase de Clifton (b. 1365) and our
Gervase (born sometime between 1405 and 1426).
Curiously neither of the above Gervase Cliftons is
noted on Geni.com as having died in 1471 and so we
must search again. This time we find http://
w w w. g e n i . c o m / p e o p l e / G e r v a s e - C l i f t o n /
6000000007606296420 who is marked as having
died in 1471 in Tewkesbury. He is noted as husband of
Isabella Scott (or Herbert), who is noted as having
been born circa 1411 and died in 1457 and this all
seems to tie up. Except, that this Gervase is not
linked to his father nor to Sir John Clifton, from
which all the confusion sprang.
So who was Sir Gervase Clifton? The plot thickens as
Karen Clark (http://nevillfeast.wordpress.com) notes
that some sources have him fighting at Bosworth in
1485 and later dying in 1491. Seeing as he had already
died in 1471 this represents a significant career
highlight. Clark correctly notes that Gervase was a
fairly common name, and that there was likely more
than one Gervase Clifton alive at the same time,
each born in Nottinghamshire. Clark also notes that
he was likely married to Maud Stanhope with The
Complete Peerage (https://archive.org/details/
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completepeerageo02coka) making no mention of a
previous marriage to Isabel.
To us, we can see him as a staunch Lancastrian
supporter at just the wrong point in the Wars of the
Roses.
It is clear then that the facts and figures surrounding
historical figures can quite easily become distorted or
misinterpreted, due in large part because of the
discrepancies in primary, secondary and tertiary
sources. For us, as re-enactors portraying people
from the middle ages we must always be aware of this
when talking with the public, to ensure that facts and
figures are presented as absolute only when they truly
are.
Sources:
http://www.nottshistory.org.uk/articles/tts/tts1933/clifton1.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gervase_Clifton_%28died_1471%29
https://nevillfeast.wordpress.com/2011/01/30/sir-gervase-clifton-anirritatingly-elusive-figure
Author: Colin Deady

The weapon: Goedendag
In the 13th and 14th century if you were Flemish
there was a definite possibility that a polite greeting
and your preferred weapon against armoured knights
were one and the same. The goedendag, which is
Danish for "good day" became the armour piercing
weapon of choice. Why was it so popular in the
Franco-Flemish Wars, yet here in the UK where
armoured knight was highly in evidence, did this
medieval anti-tank weapon not appear?
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Battle of the Golden Spurs, painted by Kortrijk in 1302

The goedendag can most simply be described as a
club about five feet in length, iron shod at one end
with a protruding spike at the same. It could be
wielded as club, generating signifiant concussive
force, or as a thrusting, armour piercing weapon. It
was more eﬀective against armour than the spear due
to the usually square section point that enabled a
great deal of energy to be transmitted when thrust,
without the disadvantage of a relatively weak shaft
that could be cut.
The Courtrai Chest, discovered in 1909 in Oxford
and containing scenes from the Battle of the Golden
Spurs which took place in Courtrai, Flanders in 1302
clearly shows three Flemish soldiers armed with the
goedendag. In the photograph below, showing one of
the panels from the chest the goedendag can clearly
be seen (emphasised in green).
We can see that the wooden pole where the iron
shod head is attached has the widest diameter, and
that it tapers throughout its length. It is used twohanded on foot. The soldier on the left appears to be
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attacking a ful l y armoured knight with his
goedendag. We can interpret the fact that it appears
on several panels of the chest and in reasonable
numbers to mean that this was a comparatively
common weapon. In one panel we can see an entire
unit identically armed with the goedendag. It is also
apparent that those so armed were generally fairly
well equipped with mail and padding, yet are clearly
not knights, who in turn are shown in smaller
numbers, typically mounted with great helms and
their coat of arms visible.
The goedendag was popular because it was cheap to
make, easy to gain proficiency with, and highly
eﬀective against armoured and unarmored opponents
alike. It simply ticked all of the boxes.
The Battle of the Golden Spurs (also known as the
Battle of Courtrai) was fought on 11th July 1302
between a coalition of Flemish cities and the French
Crown. The battle occurred as a direct result of a
Flemish uprising over French rule resulting in an
order from King Philip IV of France to quash the
rebellion. The mounted French knights were unable
to overcome the well-trained Flemish foot who were
armed with a combination of pikes and goedendag.
From a re-enactors perspective can we adapt this
weapon for use on the battlefield? With care, yes. We
clearly need to blunt and round the point. We must
also modify our approach somewhat to not put too
much reliance on thrusting with the weapon (given
the mass behind such a blow). Used in the same way
that we would use a pole-axe (although the two are
obviously quite diﬀerent in reality) I believe it can be
safely deployed.
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Owning three such stick-with-spike (or blade in the
case of a glaive) weapons and using them often on the
re-enactment battlefield I can attest to how quick,
manoeuvrable and eﬀective they are at repelling
armour clad opponents. Being shorter than a spear
the goedendag is far more manoeuvrable and
eﬀective against armoured knights who can brush
aside or absorb the comparatively weak impact from
spearmen.
The goedendag gained something of a return to
popularity in the 15th and 16th centuries when, in
Germany and Austria the Ahlspiess emerged. While
fundamentally still a stick with a spike the Ahlspiess

diﬀered in that the length of the spike was much
greater, and the forehand was protected by a rondel
at its base. This line drawing of the Ahlspiess, by the
19th century weapons historian Wendelin Boeheim
shows a weapon that 15th century re-enactors will be
very familiar with as it (and variations of) has proven
very popular in recent years.
Further reading:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_the_Golden_Spurs

http://www.liebaart.org/oxford_e.htm
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⁉️Did you know?
Greetings noble folk,
Did you know there is much evidence to suggest
that King Richard I (the Lionheart) was
homosexual. There is a possibility that he met his
wife Berengaria whilst in a sexual relationship with
her brother, the future King Sancho VII of
Navarre. It is also reported that he and King Philip
II of France were involved. A historian of the time,
Roger of Hoveden said they “ate from the same
dish and at night slept in one bed” and had a
“passionate love between them”.
Owwww naught naughty !!!!
Did you know it was not uncommon in England
during the medieval period, for animals to be put
on trial for crimes. A rooster, for example, was once
put on trial for the crime of laying an egg. Animals
could be sentenced to death if found guilty of their
crimes.
Take that PETA!
More fascinating facts to come,
Lady Nimue De Walkington
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These months in history:
Elizabeth of York, niece of Richard III and future
wife of Henry VII was born on 11th Feb 1466
Thomas Malory, author of Le Morte d’Arthur
died on 14th March 1471

Tewkesbury Medieval Fair
All members are reminded: if you are going to
Tewkesbury we need to know in advance. The
deadline to let us know is 30th April.
colin@wessexmedieval.org.uk

Upcoming events:
Glastonbury Medieval Fayre, 4th-5th April
St. George’s Day, Harnham, 25th April
The Siege of Arundel Castle, 25th May
More events at:

Write for the Horse Head

www.wessexmedieval.org.uk/2015_events
(list updated regularly)

The editor is looking for articles for future issues.
Full credit is given. If you would like to write an article get in touch!
colin@wessexmedieval.org.uk
The Horse Head is published every two months by email and is free to all current members of Wessex
Medieval Alliance.
Is there a medieval battle or historical figure that you have researched?
Have you something to say about the world of re-enactment?
Do you have a favourite weapon or piece of armour?
Does something around camp make you laugh and you want to share?
Or a book that made you smile? Or ponder?

If you’ve not written for a newsletter before, don’t worry: help is available. Articles can be of any length.
Deadline for submissions for Issue 2: March 21st; Issue 3: May 10th.
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